Effects of intrapulmonary CO2 and airway pressure on pulmonary vagal afferent activity in the alligator.
The effects of airway CO2 and pressure on pulmonary vagal afferent fibers were studied in seven anesthetized alligators Alligator mississippiensis, at room temperature (24 degrees C). Of 49 receptors which fired in phase with ventilation, 13 behaved like mammalian rapidly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors, 19 like mammalian slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors (PSR), and 17 like avian intrapulmonary CO2-sensitive chemoreceptors (IPC). PSR and IPC were positively localized to the lung by punctate stimulation or response to airway CO2 changes during pulmonary artery occlusion. PSR discharge frequency (fPSR) was measured at airway pressures (Paw) from 0 to 15 cm H2O at FICO2 = 0.01 in 14 receptors. fPSR increased in all receptors throughout the range of Paw studied. In 13 PSR, increasing FICO2 from 0.01 to 0.07 decreased fPSR 23 +/- 13% (+/- SEM) at Paw = 2 cm H2O and 14 +/- 7% at 15 cm H2O. IPC discharge frequency (fIPC) decreased as FICO2 increased and most discharged less than 1 sec-1 at FICO2 = 0.03. In 7 IPC at FICO2 = 0.01, increasing Paw from 2 to 15 cm H2O increased fIPC 17 +/- 5% after pulmonary artery occlusion demonstrating some mechanosensitivity in alligator IPC. Although both IPC and PSR showed mechanosensitivity and CO2-sensitivity, the two receptor types were distinct. PSR were 13 times more sensitive to Paw changes than IPC and IPC were 14 times more sensitive to FICO2 changes than PSR. We did not find any receptors with intermediate CO2- or mechanosensitivities that could represent a transitional form of receptor. These results predict that IPC and PSR may have different roles in reflex ventilatory control.